RUSTIC WALNUT
Wide Plank Flooring Description

- **Species:** Walnut
- **Source:** Appalachian Mountain Region
- **Knots:** Sound knots and limited partially broken knots
- **Holes:** Possibly some small worm holes and insect scars
- **Cracks:** Some limited vertical surface checking allowed as long as the plank is sound
- **Face Character:** The lumber used to make this floor is graded specifically to have as many sound tight knots and other character marks as possible.
- **Color:** Browns with natural color variations
- **Grain:** Mixed patterns
- **Milling:** Tongue & Groove profile with back relief and squared ends.
- **Size:** Thickness: ¾” Width: 3” - 12” Length: random up to 12’
- **M/C:** 8-10% or less